Knight Family Farm Newsletter Special– October 20, 2016
If you missed the first post, here is a mystery sound. Watch this before reading more
here, or else you will spoil the fun.
Facebook version:
https://www.facebook.com/KnightFamilyFarmky/videos/1749118392017278/
Youtube version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHQOMQYqTjI
CHICKENS!
The mystery sound is 150 chickens all mourning/ groaning/ howling/ calling because
something startled or scared them while they were sleeping late at night. In the middle
of that there are several clucking here and there. The louder squawks toward the end
are a chicken that decided the danger was enough to call out louder with sort of an “Oh
No! I’m REALLY scared!!!”
There’s really no short way to describe it, but it’s definitely one of the most curious and
amusing things about chickens. One will usually start the group chant and it will then
sort of flow through the whole flock much like “the wave” does in a sports stadium. It
usually happens unexpectedly and is about as creepy as it is funny.
When chickens go to sleep they pretty much lose their brains and go into a comatosetype state. (Do you know someone like that? ☺) A chicken that would normally fly
away from you during the day will just sit on its roost and mostly let you do anything to
it.
The strange thing is that most of the time they don’t make the noise – even when they
get startled or scared when they’re sleeping. It happens more often if they hear an
unfamiliar noise that they think might be a danger.
So go figure as to how a chicken that is pretty much passed out can somehow have part
of its senses alert enough to sense a threat, call out and communicate with the rest of
the flock like that!
It doesn’t take much to realize that the simple chicken is really quite a complex creature.
Could something like that just “happen” – even over billions of years? If Lowes dumped
a truckload of wood, shingles, sheetrock, siding, sinks, carpet, toilets and nails in your

yard, how long do you think it would take until a house built itself? And a chicken is a
million times more intricate than any house! Plus it can give you eggs for breakfast! ☺
Thanks to everybody for the great guesses. Most people suspected coyotes in all sorts
of interesting contexts, and there certainly are similarities. Others guessed foxes, our
goose, wild geese, bull frogs, turkeys and guinea hens.
While nobody guessed the context, several did correctly identify chickens as at least
part of the sound.
The winner of the Filet Mignons is Rhonda Montgomery.
Karen Eagle, Lesley Woosley, John Mickelson and Dave Sizemore will each get a
dozen eggs from those strange-sounding chickens.
I hope you enjoyed the diversion. I suspect a lot of folks would enjoy listening to
chickens more than another Presidential Debate. ☺

The 'provider' rooster showing his hen some new delight in the pasture.

The proud rooster surrounded by a few of his adoring hens, faithfully watching out for
any possible danger,

